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Summary. Since the RfC has expired, here is my summary: There is no consensus on whether the
YYYY-MM-DD format should be used in footnotes. There is no consensus on whether dates that are written
in this format should follow the ISO 8601 standard.
Wikipedia:Mosnum/proposal on YYYY-MM-DD numerical dates
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Middle Chinese: Â·For the purpose of Wiktionary, I think transliterations should be orthographic. Phonetic
transliterations can definitely be useful, but as a pronunciation aid. We don't need pronunciation aids on
Wiktionary, or at least we don't need them for non-Latin script languages alone. Latin-script languages would
benefit just as much from such ...
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The history of the Internet begins with the development of electronic computers in the 1950s. Initial concepts
of wide area networking originated in several computer science laboratories in the United States, United
Kingdom, and France. The U.S. Department of Defense awarded contracts as early as the 1960s, including
for the development of the ARPANET project, directed by Robert Taylor and ...
History of the Internet - Wikipedia
Esi sveicinÄ•ts VikipÄ“dijas latvieÅ¡u valodÄ• kopienas portÄ•lÄ•. Å ajÄ• lapÄ• vari uzdot sevi interesÄ“joÅ¡us
jautÄ•jumus. LÅ«dzu, paraksti savus komentÄ•rus ar Ä•etrÄ•m tildÄ“m (~~~~) vai nospieÅ¾ot pogu rÄ«ku
joslÄ•. Paldies!
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